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Elizabeth (Betty) Short
The Black Dahlia
29 July 1924 – 9-15 January 1947

The short life and gruesome death of Elizabeth Short
• July 29, 1924 – Elizabeth (Betty) Short born in Hyde Park, Massachusetts one of
five daughters of Phoebe and Cleo who abandons family in 1929
• Early 1943 – Elizabeth Short moved to Vallejo, California to live with father, Cleo.
• Mid 1943 – Elizabeth Short moved to Los Angeles hoping to be movie star.
• September 23, 1943 – Elizabeth Short was arrested for underage drinking in
Santa Barbara.
• May to October 1946 – Elizabeth Short lived in Mark Hansen’s home.
• July 1946 – Elizabeth Short returned to Southern California.
• December 8, 1946 – Elizabeth Short moved to San Diego, where she met Dorothy
French and began staying with her.
• January 8, 1947 – Robert “Red” Manley picked Elizabeth Short up from the
French household.
• January 9, 1947 – Robert “Red” Manley dropped Elizabeth Short off at the
Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles, the last time Elizabeth was seen alive.
• January 15, 1947 – Elizabeth Short’s naked, dismembered body was found in a
vacant lot in Los Angeles, 3800 block of Norton Avenue.

Biltmore Hotel and location of body

Timeline 2
• January 17, 1947 – Elizabeth Short’s photograph first appeared on the front page
of The Herald-Express, referring to her as the “Black Dahlia.”
• January 23, 1947 – Elizabeth Short’s killer called The Examiner, saying he did not
approve of how they were covering her murder and that he could mail them
Elizabeth Short’s belongings.
• January 24, 1947 – The Examiner received a box containing Elizabeth Short’s birth
certificate, business cards, photographs, and an address book with “Mark
Hansen” on the cover. Elizabeth Short’s handbag and shoe were found in a trash
can just a few miles away from the vacant lot where her body had been dumped.
• February 25, 1947 – The LAPD sent a letter to the FBI, asking them to look into
Californian medical students.
• March 6, 1947 – The FBI sent the LAPD a list of medical students enrolled in the
University of Southern California.
• June 1947 – The LAPD had processed and eliminated seventy-five suspects.
• December 1948 – The LAPD had considered a total of 192 suspects.
• Early 1949 – The Grand Jury convened to discuss suspects and police corruption
in the Black Dahlia case.

Taunting letters after murder

Los Angeles police interviewed 192 people
• Crime investigators noted that Elizabeth’s body was severed with
“surgical precision”, suggesting her killer had surgical training
• Body had been drained of blood
• Body had been washed, no traces of semen, but many cuts and bruises

• Los Angeles police interrogated 22 suspects, many of whom were
doctors
• No good leads were forthcoming
• No one was arrested
• All police files were sealed forever, never seen since
• The case went cold

Cold case, hot story

Fast forward 50 years

Enter Larry Harnisch, reporter for Los
Angeles Times
• In 1997 was assigned by L A Times to follow up a story on some topic
from 50 years past.
• Decided to write an update of the Elizabeth Short murder
• His detective work led him to a new suspect not previously considered

Looking for clues…
• Harnisch hired a “profiler” for his story who said
• The location of body was significant
• Surgical severing indicated killer had medical
background

• Was there anyone with medical training living
near the location of Short’s body?
• The answer came with a marriage certificate signature

Who was Barbara Lindgren?
• Barbara was was a friend of Virginia Short, Elizabeth’s oldest sister
• Barbara attended Virginia’s wedding (26 February 1945) and signed as
a witness
• Barbara stayed at the home of her parents, Walter and Ruth Bayley
• Walter and Ruth lived at 3939 Norton Avenue, one block from where
Elizabeth’s body was found
• Walter Bayley was a surgeon

Leading Harnisch to wonder…
• Was there an occasion or opportunity for Elizabeth
and Walter to meet?
• Why might Walter want to kill Elizabeth?
• Could he be the one who severed Elizabeth with
surgical precision?

Who was Walter Bayley?

And, as it happens,

Walter Bayley was my great uncle
(my mother’s father’s brother)

Walter, WW1

A new twist in the story
• Larry Harnisch contacted me by email in about 1997 asking if I was
related to the Bayley family
• We then exchanged several emails about his project
• I met him in person in a Glendale restaurant about 1999

• I brought copies of photos of Walter
• Confessed that I had no memory of meeting him (he died when I was 3) but
did have a few memories of Ruth
• Told him what little I knew (3-4 sentences) about Walter
• In turn he sent me about 500 pages of documents related to my family that
he had collected while pursuing his Walter hypothesis

• What follows is almost all from Larry’s 500 pages

Walter Bayley
•
•
•
•
•

Born 25 March 1880, second of three brothers (Edgar and Alvin) and one sister (Mabel)
Graduated from medical school June 1905
Army surgeon in WW 1, later Chief of Staff, Los Angeles County Hospital
Associate Professor of surgery, Uni. of Southern California (USC)
Private practice, downtown Los Angeles, 5 blocks from Biltmore hotel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Married Ruth Bayley, had one son, Walter Jr.
Lived at 3959 Norton Avenue, Los Angeles
Walter Jr., hit by truck and killed at age 11
Walter and Ruth adopted two girls: Barbara and Beatrice
Walter left Ruth, filed for divorce, October 1946
Lost positions at County Hospital and USC early in 1946
Died 4 January 1948 (almost one year after Elizabeth’s death)

• Professional Building, 1052 West 6th Street

1945-1948: Walter’s difficult years
• Became partner of Dr. Alexandra von
Partyka
• Lost his job as LA County hospital Chief
of Staff
• Lost his Associate Professor job at
University of Southern California
• Left his wife and daughters October 1946
• Suffered heart attack, showed signs of
what likely was Alzheimer’s disease as
early as 1945
• Died 4 January 1948

Older brother Edgar and Walter Bayley

Who was Dr. Alexandra von Partyka?
• Medical degree from University of Vienna
• Came to US as a refugee
• Worked as Nurse in LA while studying for
California medical exams
• Befriended Walter, became his lover
• Joined Walter’s practice central LA
• Walter changed his will when he left Ruth,
leaving most of his estate to Alexandra
• Ruth claimed in her court challenge that
Alexandra had threatened to “Expose a “terrible
secret” that would ruin Walter’s career if he did
not change his will.”

Ruth and Alexandra

Harnisch’s hypothesis and mine
• Harnisch

• Walter Bayley killed Elizabeth Short in an Alzheimer-induced rage. (No mention of
Alexandra involvement)

• Me
•
•
•
•

Walter and/or Alexandra were performing illegal operations (including abortions)
Elizabeth went to them for a medical procedure
Something went wrong during the operation, Elizabeth died
Alone or together they drained Elizabeth’s blood, severed her body for easier
transport

• But many unknowns
•
•
•
•

Did Walter or Alexandra dump the body close to Ruth’s house? Why?
Was Walter physically capable of the act?
Why did police seal the files? Covering up embarrassing facts?
Etc.

What did I learn?
• A lot about one side of my family I did not know

• 500 pages worth, leading back to 1600s
• Plus meeting the late Barbara Lindgren and her husband Gus
• Plus meeting Barbara’s daughter, Diana Lundquist

• Many questions about my family will remain unanswered
• The Black Dahlia case will never be solved

• For more details, see

• http://www.lmharnisch.com/home.html
• http://blackdahlia.web.unc.edu

Barbara and Gus Lindgren, about 2005
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